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1.

Spin is one of the moat fundamental properties of the ekmentaiy particles.
The spin of the proton had been believed to be canied by the valence quarks for long
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(polarized-DB) ia that on avenge only about 1/4 to 1/3 of the proton spin b carried
by the quarks and antiquaries in the proton [1]. Therefore, the spin of the proton
appean to be mainly laniwl by tfi« ghiong and orbital *^gni«r mmmwuiwi it may «i«
be the evidence that me aea quark polarization ia large and anti-parallel to die proton
spin. Since gluon doesn't couple directly to the photon and photon couples to the
quark and antiquark in a aame way, gluon and anoquark polarization cannot be
directly measured ia pobriaed-DIS experimenti. In the case of pp colHooiis, there are
several processes where gluons participate directly, such as prompt photon production
and heavy quark production. Flavor decomposition of quark and attiquaik
polarization can be done using W-production.

2. Acceleration of Polarized Protons at RHIC

The primary purpose of Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RWQ is a search for
a new badronic state, quark-gkion plasma (QGP), in heavy ion collisions. In addition
to the heavy ion physics program, RHIC will be also used to collide polarized proton
beams for exploration of the spin of the proton.

Polarized protons will be generated by an optically pumped polarized ion
source and then accelerated in a chain of accelerators to 22 GeV. Individual bunches
of 2x10" protons with 70% polarization win be transferred to the RHIC rings. This
will be repeated 120 times for each ring at RHIC The polarized protons will be then
accelerated to up to 230 GeV in each ring for collisions at each of 6 intersection
regions. We expect RHIC to provide the integral himrnri«ty of 320 pb'1 at V* =200
GeV and 800 pb"1 at -/>-500 GeV (100 day run with full luminosity and 5 0 *
efficiency).

To maintain the proton polarization through acceleration RHIC win be
equipped with a set of four helical dipole magnets (Siberian Snakes), which rotate the
proton spin 180° around horizontal axis each time the beam passes. This will help to
eliminate the major spin resonances at RHIC. The spin of the beam particle will be
rotated to the demanded direction before colliding points by spin rotators, which will
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be located before and after
the experimental halls.
The particles produced in
the reaction will be
detected by two major
detector systems, PHENTX
and STAR.

3. PHENIX Detector

PHENK detector
system [2] is shown on
Fig 1 It comprises four
parts: two Central Arms

Fig I. The PHENK detector system

pseudorapidity) and North
and South Muon Arms
(1.2<|»j|<2.4). The

Central spectrometer consists of two arms. West and East, each of which covers
Ap=xfl in azimuth. It provides charged particle tracking and momentum
measurements (with Drift Chambers, Pad Chambers and Time Expansion Chambers)
in the axial magnetic field of Central Magnet, electron and photon energy and position
measurements (with Electromagnetic Calorimeter) and particle identification (with
Electromagnetic Calorimeter, Time of Flight walls and Ring Imaging Cherenkov
Detector). The finely granulated
Electromagnetic Calorimeter provides a
clear discrimination between single J'and
/ up to pr&5 GeV/c (Fig.2), using
parameterized transverse electromagnetic
shower profile and taking into account
energy correlations in cluster towers. A
50% discrimination efficiency is reached
for />,(«") = SO OeV/c (minimal distance
between two photons dUn-0.5 EMCal
cells) for the particles with normal impact

Muon identification, tracking and
momentum measurements will be done in
Muon Arms. They include muon magnets,
muon identifier with S iron-detector layers
and three tracking stations. Longitudinal
momentum resolution is about 2% at 10
GeV/c.

fig.2 Two photon from V separation
efficiency in PHENK EMCal (orthogonal
impact), solid pants - by distinguishing (wo
peaks (local maxima) in EMCal, open points
- by shower profile analysis

4. Measurement* of Gluon Polarization

4.1. Prompt Photon Bud B g h p , if Production

One of the promising methods to probe the gluon helicity distribution is the
asymmetry measurements for prompt photon production with high transverse
momentum. In pp collisions the production is dominated by the gluon Compton
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process gq-*K (-43-90%) and annihilation process qq->yg (-10-13%). Thus the
cross section is quite sensitive to the gluon distribution in the proton. To extract
heKcity dependent structure functions one can measure double longitudinal spin
asymmetry:

a** and a*" are helicity dependent cross sections for paralM and anti-parallel proton
spin directioa Au, is a product of gluon and quark heKdty distributions. For example
for Compton process the asymmetry can be written at the leading order (LO) as [3]:

here G and AC are gluon distribution function and polarized gluon distribution
function respectively, qt and Aqt are quark and polarized quark distribution {unctions,
d u represents the double k>ngitudinal spin asymmetry for elementary process
gq - ) jq. Since the asymmetry A,' had been measured in pol-DIS eKperirnnnts [4],
&u is cakulabie in QCD [5], AGtG can be extracted from the measured Au, Hg3
shows die expected sensitivities of this channel. Three models on AC proposed by
Gehrmann and Stirling [6] wffl be clearly distinguished by the data from 320 pb1.
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The main background for prompt photon reconstruction comes from V and rj
meson decays. Two-photon invariant mass reconstruction comiderabry suppresses
this source of background. Shower profile measurement in die Electromagnetic
Calorimeter of PHENDC is extremely important for / rejection wim p, >15 OeVfc
(Fig.2). The discrimination between j^/^at high p, is considerably unproved by taking
into account energy correlations in cluster towers. Additional background suppression
is provided by an isolation cut. After these cuts the expected residual background to
reconstructed prompt photons is about 7-10% [7].

The measurement of asymmetry of high p, *? production is important to
extract Au. in prompt photon production. On die other hand, since aP production is
given by an admixture of partonk interactions (qq, qg, gg), if itself can give an
access to the gluon polarization. Fig. 4 shows the expected asymmetry in x"
production and our sensitivities.
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4J. Heavy Quark Production

High Pi leptons are a good tag for heavy quark production. In the RHIC energy
the major channel is gluon fusion gg -» qq, thus gluon polarization is accessible

1 2 1 4

fcv"
Rg.5. MIM dutnbutton of unlike-sign «/i purs (left) and like sign purs (right) The hitched
wtm m Ibe background from pkm aid kacn decayt

with high pi leptons. The double longitudinal spin asymmetry for the open heavy
quark production can be formulated as

. AC 4C

The expected asymmetry of efl
pain production (from bb) and our
sensitivities are shown on Fig.6. The
coincidence requirement suppresses the
decay background and enhances the
kptons from qq (Fig.5). Like-sign
pain will give the estimate of the yield
and asymmetry of background. From
one-year run we expect to get 120k eft
pain from bb and 100k from cc, with
about 10-20% of background. Bottom
contribution dominates in the high
mass region where the pair mass is
above S GeV.

Flg-6. The sensitivity of die bb ~*eft
ntMsmauetits to Au ft* 320 pb"1. The cuves ue
tine uifpucot aO ssuiuptions by QCIIUIMUII U U
Sbrl«([tf]

5. Measurements of Anti-quark Polarization

Detailed flavor analysis is possible with WL production measurements, since
the flavors participating in the reaction are almost fixed: ud-tW*. du-tW. In the
case of W the parity violating asymmetries can be described as
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At large xi where u is small. A" simply becomes -Aff/u, and at large x, A"

bd/d. Likewise from W*. 6dfd and Au/u can be extracted.
In Central Arms W* are

identified as a Jacobian peak in
me Pf spectrum of electrons and
positrons. In Muon Arms the pt
spectrum of muons is dominated
wilh ones from W decays at the p,
region above 20 OeV/c The main
background in mis p, region
comes from 2? decays. The yield
and asymmetry measurements of
2? production win help to

proton-proton coffisions at
•Js -500 GeV with 800 pb1

integral himiiiosity (100 day run
with 50% efficiency) we expect to
get about 8000 W* and 8000 W
in naion arms. Fig.7 shows the
expected sensitrvities from
A/(x)/ /(x) . with f=u,d.u,d,
for PHENDC muon data.

Rg.7 SensitivMw fcr the ^
wsyBsnttry plaited whfa m i d pwdn'JiOB [8],

The acceleration of me polarized protons at RHIC will open a new era of the
high energy spin physics. The tint experimental data is expected in 2001. The
PHENDC detector is suited ID the spin program by its high rate capability and its
powerful particle identification. The giuon belicity distribution will be measured via
Ugh p, prompt photon and V production. Heavy quark production measurements will
be helpful to further studies of giuon polarization in the proton. W production will
provide tool for flavor decomposition of anti-quark and quark belicity distributioas.
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